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Do you know where your fuel is going? Stay on top of
fuel levels and costs with Exact Fuel.

Exact Fuel

Our Exact Fuel application makes it easier for you to identify when a possible fuel theft occurs and better plan 
fueling stops. This application enables you to improve fuel stop planning by giving you fuel level data that can 
help you determine when and where a driver should fuel up.

Exact Fuel captures and transmits available fuel level information directly to your fleet managers. This means you can quickly 
identify discrepancies in fuel levels. By providing this enhanced fuel level visibility, Exact Fuel allows you to monitor fuel 
levels, identify potential fuel theft or loss, and improve fuel stop planning—all of which can help you minimize fuel costs.

As reported by the American Transportation Research Institute (ATRI), fuel prices are one of the top ten critical issues facing 
the North American trucking industry. In fact, the ATRI 2012 Analysis of the Operational Costs of Trucking reports that fuel 
and oil costs constitute over one-third of fleet expenses.1 Exact Fuel is designed to increase your visibility into fuel level 
discrepancies, allowing you to make better decisions on fleet routing, planning fuel stops, and reducing fuel loss.

www.omnitracs.com

Features
Regular Transmission of Fuel Level Information
Exact Fuel on Omnitracs Mobile Computing Platforms 
(MCP) transmits available fuel level data, including:

 • Percentage of tank full

 • Time and date of updates

 • Vehicle odometer reading

 • Location at time of report

 • Driver ID/name

Simplified Integration into Your Back Office
Exact Fuel allows you to receive timely fuel level data via 
web services subscription using ESS feed or via the Exact 
Fuel application’s user interface.

Many fleets believe they are experiencing  
from one to four percent shrinkage. At one  
percent, the fleet could experience up to a  
$55 per month loss per driver.



Learn how you can use our applications, 
platforms, and services to reduce costs, 
increase profitability, and stay competitive. 
Visit www.omnitracs.com and let us show you 
how you can save time and money.

Benefits

Regular Visibility into Fuel Levels

By providing better visibility into your fleet’s fuel levels, 
Exact Fuel allows you to quickly identify patterns in your fuel 
consumption. Analysis from Exact Fuel can help you develop 
strategies to immediately improve your fleet’s fuel optimization.

Reduced Fuel Theft and Shrinkage

By providing timely fuel level data, Exact Fuel allows you to 
quickly identify fuel discrepancies and help reduce operational 
costs. Tractors hold hundreds of gallons of fuel; without Exact 
Fuel, it can be difficult for fleets to detect fuel loss. Many 
fleets believe they are experiencing from one to four percent 
shrinkage. At one percent, the fleet could experience up to a 
$55 per month loss per driver.2

Reduced Fuel Expenses

By identifying and better managing fuel discrepancies with 
Exact Fuel, you can lower one of your fleet’s top expenses.

Improved Efficiency and Better Route Planning

Exact Fuel allows you to use timely fuel level information to 
more efficiently plan fuel stops. Given the variation in fuel 
prices and fuel tax implications across state boundaries, timely 
visibility into fuel consumption can help you arrive at the best 
fuel stop decision.

1Source: ATRI-online and ATRI’s An Analysis of the Operational Costs of Trucking: A 2012 Update
(September 2012)

2Source: Omnitracs research

With Exact Fuel, you’ll receive data to help you quickly
identify when fuel levels fluctuate.
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Getting More from Your Technology Investment 

The Omnitracs Alliance Program facilitates integration of 
Omnitracs solutions with other leading companies that 
provide complementary technologies and services. This 
program taps into the power of integration in order to 
best meet the needs of our shared customers. 
 
We offer Omnitracs Professional Services to all sizes of 
fleets to help you utilize our applications and our partners’ 
applications in the most efficient way. Our assessment, 
integration, custom development and programming, 
training, business intelligence, and predictive modeling 
services deliver practical solutions. This critical information 
increases your productivity and efficiency, so you can both 
grow and differentiate your business. 
 
The Omnitracs Services Portal provides access to a suite 
of web-based fleet management applications, including 
satellite mapping. Data from the Services Portal can be 
integrated into your existing enterprise systems.
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About Omnitracs, LLC

Omnitracs is the global pioneer of innovative and 
comprehensive fleet management solutions transforming 
the transportation industry through technology and 
insight.  Omnitracs’ more than twenty five years of 
leadership and experience uniquely positions it to 
serve the industry’s needs for seamlessly integrated 
compliance, safety, productivity, route planning and 
delivery, analytics, and transportation management 
system solutions. Omnitracs’ more than 1000 employees 
deliver software-as-a-service based solutions that help 
more than 40,000 private and for-hire fleet customers 
manage over 1,500,000 mobile assets in more than 70 
countries. Omnitracs’ portfolio encompasses Omnitracs 
Latin America and the solutions formerly known as 
Roadnet Technologies, XRS Corp, Sylectus, and Omnitracs 
Analytics. Omnitracs is a member of the Vista Equity 
Partners group of companies.


